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Architectural Review Board
Staff Report (ID # 12017)

Report Type:

Study Session

Meeting Date: 4/15/2021

Summary Title:

300 Pasteur: SUMC Nursing Pod Expansion

Title:

300 Pasteur: Preliminary Review Request by Stanford
University Medical Center to allow a 38,000 Square Foot
addition to the 1989 portion of the existing Stanford Hospital.
Environmental Assessment: Not a Project. Zoning District: HD.
For more information, please contact the Project Planner Emily
Foley.

From:

Jonathan Lait

Recommendation
Staff recommends the Architectural Review Board (ARB):
1. Review and provide informal comments. No formal action is requested.

Report Summary
The subject application is a request for preliminary architectural review. No formal direction is
provided to the applicant and ARB members should refrain from forming and expressing
opinions either in support or against the project.
This is a preliminary architectural review application. The Planning and Development Services
Department has only performed a cursory review of the proposed Nursing Pod Extension
project for compliance. The relevant documents include the zoning code and other original
Stanford University Medical Center (SUMC) Facilities Renewal and Replacement Project
entitlement documents. A comprehensive review of all project components to applicable codes
and other standards will follow SUMC submittal of a formal project application. Aspects of the
submitted plans and other materials in this preliminary architectural review application may
not yet comply with the zoning code and other original entitlements.
The purpose of this meeting is to provide the applicant an opportunity to present the Nursing
Pod Extension conceptual project. ARB members may identify aspects of the project that are
appropriate given the SUMC context and guidelines, as well as areas of concern the applicant
City of Palo Alto
Planning & Development Services
250 Hamilton Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94301
(650) 329-2442
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may want to reconsider in a formal submittal. Community members are also encouraged to
provide early input to the project.

Background
Project Information
Owner:
Stanford University
Architect:
Perkins Eastman
Representative: Molly Swenson, Stanford Healthcare Department of Planning, Design, and
Construction
Legal Counsel:
N/A
Property Information
Address:
Neighborhood:
Lot Dimensions & Area:

Housing Inventory Site:
Located w/in a Plume:
Protected/Heritage Trees:
Historic Resource(s):

300 Pasteur Drive
Stanford University Medical Center (SUMC) -Hospital District
N/A – The overall SUMC area is approximately 66 acres: the approx.
56-acre Main SUMC site and the approx. 9.9-acre Hoover Pavilion
site.
N/A
N/A
Yes, adjacent to proposed construction and renovation
Yes, adjacent to but not involved in proposed construction and
renovation

Existing Improvement(s):

Existing
Nursing
Pods
D,
E,
and
F.
134,029 sf, 4 stories (includes basement), 77.5 feet height, built 1983
Existing Land Use(s):
Hospital
Adjacent Land Uses & Lucile Packard Children’s Hospital, Advanced Medicine Center, New
Zoning:
Stanford Hospital, Falk Cardiovascular Research Center, Existing
Stanford Hospital - All HD (Hospital District)
Aerial View of Property:
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Source: Google

Land Use Designation & Applicable Plans
Zoning Designation:
HD (Hospital District)
Comp. Plan Designation:
MISP (Major Institution/Special Facility)
SUMC Design Guidelines: Applies, see discussion below
Context-Based
Design Criteria:
N/A
Downtown Urban
Design Guide:
N/A
South of Forest Avenue
Coordinated Area Plan:
N/A
Baylands Master Plan:
N/A
El Camino Real Design
Guidelines (1976 / 2002): N/A
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Proximity to Residential
Uses or Districts (150'):
N/A
Located w/in Airport
Influence Area:
N/A
Prior City Reviews & Action
City Council:
PTC:
HRB:
ARB:
Staff Review:

None
None
None
None
20PLN-00057 – Limited façade improvements to Nursing Pod D
20PLN-00299 – pending - Blake Wilbur Road extension

Project Description
Overview of SUMC 30 year project
In 2011, the City approved a Development Agreement (DA), Conditional Use Permit (CUP), and
SUMC Campus Design Guidelines. This DA commits Stanford to a range of community benefits
in exchange for vested development rights. Project documents are available on the following
webpage: http://bit.ly/SUMCproject.
The overall SUMC project allows for a net increase of square feet, replacement of outdated
facilities, new surgical treatments room, new emergency department, and an increased number
of hospital beds to serve the community (See Table 1).
There are several sections to this project, including the new main hospital, renovation, and
additions to the Lucile Packard Children’s Hospital (LPCH), replacement of the School of
Medicine Buildings (new BMI buildings), renovation and additions to the Hoover Pavilion site
for medical and support office uses, new parking facilities, and road improvements. These
changes will happen over a 30-year timeframe.
Many of these projects are under construction or have been completed1 over the last ten years
including the main hospital, LPCH, the parking, and Hoover Pavilion site. One of the three BMI
buildings has been built. SUMC will soon start the process for demolishing the original Stanford
Hospital facilities and building the other two new BMI buildings. The new Blake Wilbur Drive
extension project is currently filed for staff-level review.
Proposed Nursing Pod Extension
In the subject project, SUMC is proposing to remodel and expand the 1983 Nursing Pod
buildings at the existing Stanford Hospital, which is known as the “Nursing Pod Extension”
project. This portion of the SUMC project remains generally consistent with the SUMC original
1

Note: some closeout and documentation is still occurring for completed projects.
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entitlement, Development Agreement and Conditional Use Permit, in that it does not exceed
the total allowable number of hospital beds.
The expansion includes 38,000 square feet (sf) on four levels, one of which is below grade, plus
an equipment penthouse. The height, approximately 41 feet from grade to the roof and 61 feet
to the top of the equipment penthouse, is consistent with the plate heights of the existing
building. Window and material changes are consistent with a previous staff-level approval (file
20PLN-00057). The project also includes landscaping in the below grade courtyards, and
adjacent to the existing promenade, and lighting improvements. Visual simulations and floor
plans of the existing Nursing Pod buildings and the proposed renovation and additions can be
found in the project plans (Attachment D).
Anticipated Entitlements:
The following discretionary applications are anticipated:
• Architectural Review – Major (AR). While the project concept would achieve many goals
of the original SUMC entitlements, the building expansion differs from the original
entitlements. Therefore, a formal Major Architectural Review application will be
required. The process for evaluating this type of application is set forth in PAMC
18.36.100 and 18.77.070. AR applications are reviewed by the ARB and
recommendations are forwarded to the Planning & Development Services Director for
action within five working days of the Board’s recommendation. Action by the Director
is appealable to the City Council if filed within 14 days of the decision. AR projects for
SUMC are evaluated against the ARB findings and the SUMC Campus Design Guidelines.
All findings must be made in the affirmative to approve the project. Failure to make any
one finding requires project redesign or denial. The findings to approve an AR
application are provided in Attachment B.

Discussion
Given the significant deadlines for SUMC to complete their state-mandated retrofit and
replacement work, it is essential for the SUMC team to receive early informal feedback from
the Architectural Review Board, reviewing Departments, and members of the public. Feedback
in regard to design, massing, scale, circulation, and additional topics is imperative.
Consequently, SUMC submitted this Preliminary Architectural Review application and requests
the ARB’s feedback on the following topics.
Gross Floor Area and Net Floor Area
In conformance with the Conditional Use Permit (CUP Action No. 2011-03), the existing Nursing
Pod buildings total approximately 134,029 sf, as stated in the project plans. Construction of the
proposed new additions would add approximately 38,000 sf of gross floor area. While Staff
believes there is sufficient floor area available, concurrent with the closure of the non-seismic
Old Stanford Hospital buildings, the existing and proposed gross floor area of the Nursing Pod
buildings will be confirmed as part of the formal application process. The Hospital Zoning
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District also excludes service and mechanical equipment spaces from the floor area calculation
(PAMC 18.36.050).
To date, SUMC has demolished, remodeled, and constructed the facilities outlined in Table 1.
Table 1: SUMC Floor Area Changes2

Building

Approved
New Floor
Area

New Stanford
Hospital

824,000 sf,
600 beds

LPCH
BioMedical
Innovations
Building

442,000 sf,
361 beds
415,000 sf,
for 3 new
buildings

Hoover

46,000 sf

Total

1,727,000

New Built
Floor Area

Demolished
Floor Area

Net New
Floor
Area

Source

~719,261
(this includes
parking garage)
446,088

~40,100

~679,161

19-20 Annual
Reporti

79,800

~366,288

~202,237
(BMI-1)

~202,237

91,605

0 (existing parking
lot, 415,000 sf of
demo anticipated
with BMI-2 and -3)
13,831

19-20 Annual
Report
16PLN-00362
Under
Constructionii

1,459,191

133,731

1,325,460

77,774

19-20 Annual
Report

As of 2011, existing structures consisted of approximately 2,375,992 sf. With net new square
footage of 1,325,460 sf, this leaves no net new gross floor area in the original SUMC
entitlements remain, therefore, construction of the proposed additions would trigger timing
requirements for closure and/or demolition of existing buildings at the SUMC Main site.
Temporarily exceeding the total allowable gross floor area of 3,687,433 sf is permissible under
the SUMC Development Agreement and SUMC Conditional Use Permit. Total occupied square
footage of the buildings on the SUMC Main site may exceed the total existing plus net new
building square footage for a period of three (3) years prior to demolition or closure of all or
portions of existing buildings. The project applicant will share plans for remedying the gross
floor area at the time a formal application is filed.
Massing
The proposed additions will be placed along the existing promenade (Item 14 on Sheet A1.1),
separated by open space, and between the existing Nursing Pod buildings and the new Stanford
Hospital. The impacts of this massing should be considered. As shown on Page 68 of the
Guidelines, the project is using the staggering technique to decrease the scale and length of the
existing Nursing Pod buildings. The penthouse spaces will be setback/staggered from the façade
of the building, making them less visible and therefore limiting the visual mass from the streetlevel, consistent with page 76. Page 71 of the Guidelines also identify the existing below-grade
2

Fiscal Year 2019-2020 SUMC Annual Report, building permits, etc.
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courtyards and “daylight basements” as a feature of the existing nursing pod building. This
project will continue to utilize this feature.
Height
The height of the project is approximately 41 feet to the roof and 61 feet to the top of the
equipment penthouse. The proposed building heights will match the existing, and the proposed
equipment penthouses will match the existing mechanical rooms. The maximum height allowed
in the HD Zoning District is 130 feet.
Tree Protection
City Council adopted specific tree preservation requirements for the SUMC project. There is one
protected tree and some trees along the Promenade that are considered replacement and
mitigation trees. Tree replacement will be further reviewed as a part of the formal application.
At this time, 26 trees are proposed to be relocated and 30 trees are proposed for removal with
replacement. Two trees will be retained on site (As shown on Sheet T-3).
Building Materials and SUMC Design Guidelines
The original SUMC entitlements did not include exterior changes at the Nursing Pod buildings.
However, over time, these buildings have required exterior maintenance to address cracks in
the existing stucco, replace windows, and other items. In 2020, staff approved a Minor
Architectural Review application (file 20PLN-00057) for the interior remodel of Nursing Pod D
and exterior façade renovation. A condition of approval was placed on this application that the
window design and exterior stucco would need to match the rest of the Nursing Pod buildings
to result in a continuous façade. The proposed materials and window design match this prior
entitlement. However, the work has not begun on this project.
The addition will utilize taktl panels, stucco, and opaque and translucent, smooth and fritted
glass. The elevations show large windows on the interior elevations and minimal
glazing/windows on the ends (See Renderings on Sheet A6.1), in keeping with the existing
facades. As shown on sheet A4.0-A4.4, the opaque glass will be used in strategic locations for
privacy, and the fritted glass will be used as spandrel glass throughout the building. Overall, the
materials appear consistent with the SUMC Design Guidelines and will match the existing
building. The proposed materials and colors are within the palette shown on SUMC Design
Guidelines page 82.
Landscaping and Outdoor Areas
The project also includes adjustments to the outdoor landscaping areas through placement of
infrastructure in courtyard D and courtyard E. These areas are changing from fairly steep grade
open space and planting areas to more densely landscaped garden areas and ramps for
maintenance and emergency egress. The planting selection will be further reviewed for
compliance with the SUMC design guidelines at the formal application.
In addition to the encroachment of the additions onto the Promenade, the proposed
psychological ward use, as shown on the floor plans, has special requirements for outdoor
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recreation area (courtyard F). This requires below-grade, courtyard wall location adjustments.
Features include a basketball court and meditation maze. There will also be an approximately
six-foot high fence on an 18 inch retailing wall along this portion of the Promenade. The
retaining wall relocation to expand the outdoor recreation yard area will cause a reduction in
the amount of Promenade space.
The SUMC Design Guidelines (Page 39-41) identify the Promenade as the primary internal
access and open space for the overall site. This section in particular is pedestrian-only. The
Promenade is intended to provide pedestrian access and connection between buildings and to
include pedestrian amenities such as benches and waste receptacles. The proposed project will
add or relocate benches below new trellis features.
Location and Intensity of Uses
The CUP allows for minor variations in the distribution of uses on site (hospital, clinical, and
research) from the SUMC project plans and EIR. Staff will analyze in further detail at the formal
application whether this project will cause the hospital use to exceed the allotment for hospital
use.
Staff is also in the process of confirming if the proposed uses comply with the HD zoning district
and SUMC Conditional Use Permit, or if an amendment would be necessary. This is because the
CUP specified the allowable square footage on a per-use basis and wider site usage has not
been verified.
Total Number of Beds
A major goal of the SUMC project is to increase the total patient bed count to 600 beds, and
relocate 188 beds from the original 1959 hospital buildings to seismically compliant buildings.
The pod extension project holds a total of 71 beds, consisting of 57 new beds and 14 relocated
beds.
Key Questions
Key questions and topics for Architectural Review Board members to consider include:
• What other location alternatives were reviewed for the proposed new beds and gross
floor area?
• Are there any ways that the overall size, form, massing, and scale of the new additions
could be softened and better integrated along the Promenade and in relation to the
new Stanford Hospital?
• What are the implications for overall massing and scale of gross floor area elsewhere at
SUMC?
• The height and character of the proposed fencing
• The character of the gathering spaces
• The texture, massing, materiality of the proposed additions
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In addition to the specific key questions outlined above, the ARB is encouraged to provide
objective feedback to the applicant on general topics, such as:
• Relationship to the hospital setting and context
• Pedestrian-orientation and design
• Access to the site

Next Steps
There is no further action required by the ARB after its discussion. The applicant may elect to
file a formal application.

Environmental Review
Preliminary Architectural Review involves no discretionary action. Therefore, it is not a project
that is subject to review pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). If a
formal application is filed, the formal application would be evaluated for consistency with the
existing SUMC EIR and any need for further environmental review would be identified at that
time.

Report Author & Contact Information
Emily Foley, AICP, Associate Planner
(650) 617-3125
emily.foley@cityofpaloalto.org

ARB3 Liaison & Contact Information
Jodie Gerhardt, Planning Manager
(650) 329-2575
jodie.gerhardt@cityofpaloalto.org

Attachments:
• Attachment A: Location Map (PDF)
• Attachment B: Applicant's Project Description
(PDF)
• Attachment C: Draft Findings for Prelim
(DOCX)
• Attachment D: Project Plans and Link to SUMC Guidelines (DOCX)
i

2019-2020 Annual Report is preliminary and still under Staff Review. Numbers will be verified prior to formal
project approval.
ii
Building in progress, floor area may vary slightly

3

Emails may be sent directly to the ARB using the following address: arb@cityofpaloalto.org
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Attachment A:
Location Map
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December 23, 2020
Emily Foley
Department of Planning & Community Environment
City of Palo Alto
250 Hamilton Avenue, 5th Floor
Palo Alto, CA 94301

Re:

Preliminary Architectural Review for Stanford Health Care Nursing Pod Extensions
Property Location: 300 Pasteur Drive
Zoning District: Hospital District
APN: 142-23-017

Dear Emily,
Stanford Health Care (“SHC”) has prepared the enclosed materials in support of its application for
Preliminary Architectural Review for a proposed addition to the existing Stanford Hospital at 300 Pasteur
Drive.

Background
Stanford Hospital is comprised of facilities constructed over a number of years: at 300 Pasteur Drive, the
original 1959 complex designed by Edward Durell Stone (known as the “Stone Complex”); the 1973
expansion of the original facility (known as the “Phase 1 Central Core Expansion”); the 1989 addition
(known as the “Hospital Modernization Project,” including Nursing Pods “D,” “E,” and “F”); and most
recently, at 500 Pasteur Drive the new adult Hospital, which opened to patient care in 2019.
Stanford Health Care, together with Lucile Packard Children’s Hospital and the Stanford University
School of Medicine (known collectively as Stanford Medicine), have over the past nearly 10 years been
engaged in a facilities renewal and replacement project known as the Stanford University Medical Center
Renewal Project (“Renewal Project”). Driven by a growing demand for healthcare services, statemandated seismic safety requirements, and the need to replace outmoded facilities with modern,
technologically advanced spaces, the Renewal Project scope includes new hospital, clinic, research, and
laboratory facilities, as well as the renovation of existing hospital and clinic facilities. In order to facilitate
this important work, in 2011 the Stanford Medicine parties entered into a Development Agreement with
the City of Palo Alto, committing to provide a range of community benefits in exchange for vested
development rights and a streamlined process for obtaining subsequent project approvals. The Renewal
Project approvals allow for approximately 1.31 million square feet of net new development on the main
Stanford Medicine campus and Hoover Medical Campus over a 30-year period.
Below is a brief summary of elements of Stanford Medicine Renewal Project elements completed to date:
• Welch Road Improvements: Widening of Welch Road and installation of surface improvements
and below-grade utility infrastructure;
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•
•
•

Hoover Medical Campus: Renovation of the Hoover Pavilion, and construction of a new medical
office / clinical building (approximately 78K net new square feet) and an approximately 1,075-stall
parking structure;
Lucile Packard Children’s Hospital: Construction of a new Main hospital building adjoining the
preexisting facility (approximately 366K net new square feet);
New Stanford Hospital: Construction of a new adult hospital adjacent to the preexisting facility
(approximately 670K net new square feet) and an approximately 900-stall parking structure;
School of Medicine: Construction of replacement laboratory / research space (approximately
197K square feet) to replace a portion of the 1959 Stone Complex, which will be vacated in
anticipation of its planned demolition.

For Stanford Health Care, three of the key Renewal Project goals were to meet existing and projected
demand for patient care (including relieving inpatient bed shortages), achieve timely compliance with
state seismic safety requirements (including replacement of the original 1959 Hospital in its entirety), and
to provide modern, state-of-the-art facilities designed to deliver high-quality health care services
(including transitioning from shared patient rooms to private rooms). Accordingly, SHC planned to
construct a new Hospital which would enable an increase in inpatient bed capacity from 456 to 600 beds,
and to relocate the 188 beds within the original 1959 Hospital to seismically compliant facilities. Further,
upon completion of the new Hospital, SHC planned to renovate the nursing pods within the 1989 portion
of the existing hospital, and to convert shared patient rooms to private patient rooms; this would reduce
the bed capacity of the 1989 facility by 80 beds.
Today, as Stanford Health Care begins its renovation program of the 1989 facility as planned, the
Hospital is meeting its planned 600-bed count. However, the upcoming conversion of shared patient
rooms to private rooms would reduce this capacity as noted above, and because the recently completed
adult hospital at 500 Pasteur is smaller than originally contemplated in the Renewal Project approvals
(and thus has a lower bed capacity), SHC is seeking to reach the desired 600-bed count through two
minor additions to its existing nursing pods at the 1989 facility. The proposed additions, known as the
“Pod Extensions,” would provide a net addition of 57 licensed beds, thereby allowing SHC to maintain the
600-bed count upon completion of its renovations.

Project Description
The proposed scope, referred to as the Pod Extensions, entails two additions to the western façade of the
1989 Hospital building, totaling approximately 38,000 square feet. The proposed additions draw on the
architectural language of the adjacent new Stanford Hospital at 500 Pasteur, and a recladding of the
balance of the existing western façade of the 1989 structure would serve to seamlessly integrate the
additions into the overall surroundings.
The design of the Pod Extensions is consistent with the SUMC Design Guidelines approved by the City of
Palo Alto in 2011. Specifically, the siting of the additions fits within the visual hierarchy, density pattern
and context identified for the Pasteur Mall District in the guidelines, adding to the existing composition of
legible building forms that serve to break down the overall scale of the Medical Center complex. The
proposed massing and building composition follow the “staggering” massing technique identified in the
guidelines, and create an opportunity for private courtyard view gardens which would be visible from the
patient rooms within the Pod Extensions, the existing 1989 building, and the new adult hospital. The
color and material palette is consistent with that set forth in the guidelines, and serves to tie the Pod
Extensions visually together with the rest of the Medical Center.
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The Pod Extensions would abut the Medical Center Promenade, the main north-south pedestrian axis of
the Medical Campus, and accordingly offer the opportunity to enhance the character of the Promenade,
transforming it into an even more important connector between destinations, and even allowing the
Promenade to become a destination in itself. The proposed improvements along the Promenade include
a series of trellises along the length of the eastern edge with bench seating beneath, interpretive stations
providing a history of Stanford Medicine, as well as receptacles, pedestrian lighting, and a screen wall to
provide visual separation between the Promenade and the patient care areas beyond. At the southern
end of the Promenade, a new “terrace” space would provide the opportunity for an additional node of
activity opposite the retail and cafeteria spaces of the new adult hospital; loose seating and market
umbrellas would be provided in this location, and various programs would be offered by Stanford Health
Care, such as health screenings, farmers markets, and art installations.
The new proposed improvements along the Promenade would reinforce the existing nodes of activity
concentrated at the northern and southern terminuses, and would provide new spaces and opportunities
for resting and quiet, contemplative activities in between those nodes.

Submittal Materials
In support of our application, we have enclosed the following materials:
•
•
•

Signed Planning Review Application Form;
Plan set describing the proposed improvements;
Materials board (to be delivered separately).

Please do not hesitate to contact me if any additional information is required.

Sincerely,

Molly Promes Swenson
Sr. Program Manager
Planning Design + Construction
Stanford Medicine
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Attachment C

Project Plans
During Shelter-in-Place, project plans are only available online.

Directions to review Project plans online:
1. Go to: bit.ly/PApendingprojects
2. Scroll down to find “300 Pasteur Drive” and click the address link
3. On this project specific webpage you will find a link to the project plans and
other important information

Direct Link to Project Webpage:
https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/News-Articles/Planning-and-Development-Services/300Pasteur-21PLN-00021

Materials Boards:
During Shelter-in-Place, color and material boards will be available to view in the display case
outside of City Hall, on the exterior elevator near the corner of Hamilton Ave. and Bryant St.
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